Social Security Going Broke!!!
Who Cares???
Let us show you how easy it is to make an extra $30,000 to $50,000

Super FAST and EASY!
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Working together we can help each other build more monthly income than most people
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We need to help ourselves, the unemployed, and the senior citizens NOW before it's too LATE!

WE ALL NEED EXTRA CASH. THIS PROGRAM WORKS AND IT WORKS FAST!
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This program was designed to be EASY and FAST. This is how we do it: You send each pe6on below
$10 CASH wrapped in a copy of this program. You will receive your security income in the same manner.
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This program is monitored to ensure the integrity of the program and your rotation on the list. We have placed a
double circle watermark over the names...if this watermark is missing or incomplete ... DO NOT SEND
MONEY! Send it to the Monitor for our review. This is virtually cheat proof.

After your CASH GIFTS are received, the Monitor will send you a
Master Copy with your name in the #5 position for you to make copies and mail.
Do you think you can find 5 people that share your desire to build an alternate income to Social Security? Of
course you can...that is not that hard to do. After your 5 here's an example of how that income is produced.
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Want more money? Mail more flyers!!!!

- 15.625 x $10: $156,625
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PLEASE PRINT CLfuIRLY OR USE MAILI!{G ILIBEL TO AVOID MAILING ERROR,S
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ZIP:

STATE:

CITY:

(No one u,ill call.,.Wiil only ase if a mniling or payment error)

PHONE:
Please send me my Master Copy with me in the #5
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"success seems to belargely a matter of hanging on ... after others have let go".
SEE HOW SIMPLE AND REWARDING THIS IS!!......NOW YOU KNOW WHY WE IX) THIS!!
That's the power of leveraging other people's efforts qtd resources.
THG Funding of lfbstern New Yorh Buffalo Region New

Mailing: 'SOCIAL SECUNTY

GOING BROKE!"
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